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With the current interest in ultra-high speed

electronic and opto-electronic devices, it is im-
portant to understand the relaxation dynamics of
non-equilibriun carriers in GaAs and related com-

pounds. A variety of extremely fast and competing

relaxation processes are involved. For electrons
more than 0.3 eV above the band-edge in GaAs, for
example, the relaxation time could be as fast as

30 femtoseconds. Until very recently, it had not
been possible to measure such a short relaxation
time directly. I^lith the recent developnent of
ferntosecond lasers and related optic techriques,
it is nov/ possible to study such processes optic-
cal1y for the first time.

In v*rat followsr w€.report our recent results
on the relaxation dynamics of no'nequilibritrm car-
riers using the femtosecond transmission-correla-
lation techniquel. In such experiments, the Eotal
po\^/er of two separate identical femtosecond laser
pulses transmitted through a thin-layer of sernicon-

ductor is measured as a function of the delay be-
tween the two pulses. If the carriers generated

by the two pulses see each other, there is a mu-

tual saturation effect between the two pulses and,

as a result, there will be an increase in the total
transmitted power from that if the two pulses r^lere

far apart. As the delay between the two pulses

increases beyond the carrier lifetime, the trans-
mitted poTfler levels off resulting in v*rat is called
transmission-correlation peak (TCP) near zero-delay.
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Recent femtosecond optical studies of the intraband relaxation dynamics.of photo-
excited nonequilibriun carriers in GaAs, AlGaAs, and GaAs/AlGaAs multiple quanttrn well
structures are reported. Improvements in time-resolution and sensitivity of our fernto-
second measurement system have allor,sed for the first tirne extraction of the re-
laxation times corresponding to different scattering processes. I\.ro or three distinct
exponentialdecays are-resolved for each material st[died, with the fastest time constant
measured to be approximately 40 ferntoseco'nds.
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The difference in the shape of the TCP and the au-
tocorrelatio,n Erace of the incident pulses is a

direct measure of the relaxation dynamics of the
photo-excited carriers. The fastest process that
we can no\^/ see with this rnethod is about 25 fs,
although the time-resoltuion in the case of slower
processes is on the order of +4 5r. As an indica-
tion of the sensitivity of our system, our cur-
rent signal-ttoise ratio is greater than 60 dB near
the peak of the TCP. The degree of saturation at
the peak is on the order of. L7" of the total trans-
mission through a typical sample.,of one attenua-
tio'n length.

Fig. 1 shows the schernatic of our experimental

setup. TLre laser used was a modified colliding-Erlse
mode-locked dyelaser. This laser produces nearly
transform-limited pulses as short as 40 fs with
veqy clean prof i1es2. Porrer spectn-rn of the puls-
es was peaked at about 630 mn wittr a pulse repeti-
tion range of 108H2.

Fi,g, 2 shows typical transmissio'n-correlation
traces obtained wittr four different types of samples:

(1) a 300 nm thick layer of r:ncladed A1O 
S2GaO.6ds,

(2) a layer of intrinsic GaAs 300 nm thick cladded
by 150 nm layers of transparent (to 530 run)

A10.6G"0.4At, (3) a layer of GaAs of l.3-nicron
thickness otherr^rise similar to the second sample,

"6 
( ) a }IQI\I strucLure rnade of serren 145 I thick

GaAs layers alternating between 460 I 4f.6G".4A,
barriers. A11 samples v/ere grolrn using conven-
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tio'nal lourpressure MOC\ID process, except for sam-

ple (3), vfrich was grolrn using a standard LPE pro-
cess. For all samples, the substrate was rernoved

after growth in a 375-nicron diameter circle via
chernical etching. Unlike the other samples, sam-

ple (3) was optically thick (about 5 optical len-
gths), making interpretation of the result diffi-
cult. The wavelength of the fs laser pulses was

always 630 nm.

Fig. 1 - schematic of the experiment.
Key: CPM=Colliding-pulse mode-locked dye laserl
CC=corner -cube ;aJ2=Le-rtave plate ; MO=nicorscope
objective; S=sample; PDlrPD2=photociodes i PZT=
piezoelectric transducer; CA=current amplifier;
DsO=digital ccnputer for signal averaging.

For each case shorn in Fig.2, the initial
shape was found to be broader than the pulse auto-
correlation trace (typically 407. greater in IT,lftM),

indicating the presence of a fast (50 fs or less)
decay mechanism. The TCP shapes in all cases also
indicate additional slower processes. Exponential

time constants were extracted frorn the data us.ing

a least-squares linear prediction (LP) algorithn3.
In order to separate the response function frcrn the

effects of convolution with the source autocorre-
lation and the coherent artifact, all data for time
delays less than 80fs (v*rere the pulse autocorre-
lation falls to less than 5% of maximr-un) was ex-
cluded frqn LP fitting. Ntrnerical simulation indi-
cates thatthe largest error in estimated time co'ns-

tants introduced by non-response effects (convolu-
tion and coherent artifact) is less than 10%, al-
though the possible error in amplitude estfunates

may be sornevfrat greater. The numerical fit unam-

biguously indicates the existence of two or three
decay exponential conrponents depending on therna-

terials studied. Ihe results are sunrnarized in
Table 1. In all the cases we studied, we did not
see any obvious carrier density dependence. The

range of density studied was from approximately
1018 to ro19 "rn-3. The fact that no carrier-
density dependence \^ras seen could mean that either
carrier-carrier scattering is insignificant or
the carrier-density dependence of carrier-carrier
scattering cancels that of the screening effect
in the density range we studied.
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Table 1 - Amplitudes and time constants of
exponential time constnats deduced from the
data shown in Fig. 2 through the linear pre-
dictiotr procedure3 for parallel and orthogonal
polarizations of the incident pulses.
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The interpretation of the physical origins of
the observed exponential processes is still sornevilrat

tentative. We believe that the observed time-de-
pendence in the transrnissio'n characteristics reflects
prirnarily the relaxation dynamics of the electrons
photo-exicted by the femtoseco'nd pulses because of
the large difference in the effectiv'e rnasses of the
eiectrons and holes and the fact that the band-
widths of the excited carrier states are comparable

to that of the photons. TLre measured value for the
fast (approximately 40 fs) time constant is in rea-
sonable agreement with the predictedl decay rate
for deformation potenEial scattering of the electrons
from the l-ralley into the satellite valleys.

Ttre intermediate decay compo'nent (approxirnately
150 fs) observed in the GaAs and AlGaAs samples is
interpreted as due to polar-optical-phonon scattering
within the la-valley. The measured value is again in
.reasonable agreement with theoretical estimatesl .

Ttre fact that we did not see this component in the

MQI,,/ sample is interesting and possibly significant.
Since in our experiment the excited electrotric
state is just above the bottcrn of one of the sub-
bands of the quantized cotrducLio'n band, the absence

of an observable decay component due to polar op-
tical phonon ernission implies that the rate of de-
cay between the sub-bands in qtrasi-noo dimensional

structures due to this mechanism is insignificant
comparedto that in the bulkGaAelhis rnay help to
explain the previously unexplained effe"t4r5 th"t
the cooling rate for hot carrier distributio'ns in
GaAs/AlGaAs quantrrm-well structures is significant-
ly srnaller than that in bulk GaAs for high carrier

17 -?densities (10^' cm' or greater). This effect has

never been satisfactorily explained, although a

nr:rnber of explanaEions have been suggesEed by va:
rious authors.

We have no explanatio'n for the observed lo'ng

decay component in AlGaAs. Ttrere are a number of
possibilities, such as acoustic phono'n scattering
or alloy scatteringl. The long rising components

(picosecond or longer) obsenzed in the thin GaAs

and I'IQI^I samples have been observed before6 and

was explained as due to saturatio'n of the split-off
transitio'n in GaAs r,*rich is not present in AlGaAs

for 2 eV photons.

In conclusion, we have measured the decay of
phtoexcited populations in GaAs, A10 

.,ZGaO.6gAs,
and GaAs/AlGaAs multiple quantum wells. I,rIe have

fotrnd the initial exponential decay for each of
these materials to be dcminated by an approximately
40 fs ccnponent. h7e have also resolved either one

or two other characteristic time co,nstants for
each of these materials betv,reen a hundred ferntose-

co'nds to a few picoseconds.
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